The Stork® Conception Aid

- **Home-use device**
- **Natural:** a drug-free product
- **Cost-effective:** a lower-cost alternative to more costly, in-clinic treatments
- **Easy-to-use**

“We have been trying for 10 months to get pregnant with no success and were about to start IVF. We bought the Stork and used it last month – and we have just found out that we are pregnant!” - ANNA, UK

About Rinovum® Women’s Health

Rinovum Women’s Health, Inc. is a privately held women’s health company based in the U.S. dedicated to bringing products into the market that will enhance women’s lives and empower them to take charge of their health. The Stork is a device for reproductive health to aid in natural fertility and conception in the privacy of their home. We aim to provide products that are easy-to-use, safe, and offer an additional option before more expensive treatments are considered.

**As seen in:**

*Fertility Road Magazine & Women’s Health Magazine*
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How Does The Stork® Work?

The Stork is designed to be used as a “first-step” for you and your partner when trying to conceive before advancing into more costly, in-clinic treatments. Its simple design includes two main parts – the Conceptacle® and the applicator. The Conceptacle consists of a silicone, condom-like sheath with a silicone cervical cap resting within the sheath. The Conceptacle is used to collect the semen during natural intercourse but can alternatively be used with donor sperm.

The applicator cradles the cervical cap and guides it through the vagina to the cervix. This places the sperm near the opening of the cervix and allows the sperm to stay close to the area it needs to be to swim up through to get to the egg.

Suggested use of the device is right before and during ovulation - the three most fertile days of the woman’s monthly cycle. The Stork can be used in conjunction with ovulation predictor methods to help to determine the most fertile days of the monthly cycle.

Complete Instructions for Use are provided with The Stork device. Please read these carefully prior to use. For a video version of the instructions for Use, please visit our website: www.thestorkconception.co.uk.

How do I get The Stork®?

For information on how to purchase please visit the website www.thestorkconception.co.uk.

Contact Information

Always speak to your healthcare professional if you have any concerns or questions about your fertility or health in general.

If you have any questions relating to The Stork please contact Ceuta Healthcare at the contact information below.

Ceuta Healthcare
Customer Services
Hill House
41 Richmond Hill
Bournemouth
BH2 6HS
0844 243 6661
customerservices@ceutahealthcare.com
www.thestorkconception.co.uk